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STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT  

SUNDAY 29th NOVEMBER, 2009 

BUSAN-GYEONGNAM RACECOURSE 

 
Weather: Showers                                                                       Track moisture:R1-2   5% 

                                                                                                                        R3-4   6%                

R5       7% 

                                                                                                                        R6       8% 

                                                                                                                       

 

STEWARDS: Brett A Wright (Chairman), Shin Yong Sang and Lee Jung Hee 

 

__________________________________________________ 

 

 

Race 1 1000m-CLASS 4 (Foreign-bred) 

 
Nakrang Biseon blundered when the gates opened. Red Brown, which had been slow to begin, 

was bumped by Seungni Changjo, which jumped in. On jumping Daetansaeng became badly 

unbalanced after bumping with Peace of Luck. As a result, jockey You Hyun Myung was 

momentarily unbalanced in the saddle. Ensuing from an inquiry, jockey M Hitomi(Honey Bolt) 
was found to have ridden carelessly in that near the 950m, she permitted his mount to shift in 

when not clear of Pressure Drop, which was carried in onto Daetansaeng, which was tightened 

onto Peace of Luck, which in turn was crowded onto the hindquarters of Haven’s Ridge, which 

shifted out slightly. As a result Pressure Drop was severely checked and; both Daetansaeng 

and Peace of Luck were badly hampered. Jockey M Hitomi’s licence to ride in races was 

suspended for 2 race meetings, commencing on Friday 4th December and expiring on Friday 

11th December, 2009, on which day she may ride. In the middle stages Peace of Luck raced 

with its head up and was inclined to lay out. Approaching the 250m Haven’s Ridge, which was 

laying in, steadied and was shifted out across the heels of Daetansaeng, which rolled in. ot its 

head up and lay out. Near the winning post, Honey Bolt was brushed by Daetansaeng, which 

lay in. 

 

 

Race 2 1000m-CLASS 4 (Domestic-bred) 

 
The start of the race was put back by 5 minutes following the delay in the confirmation of the 

order of finish in Race 4 at Seoul Racecourse. Shining Champion knuckled when the gates 

opened. Angel Gala began awkwardly. Perfect Made and Wild Glory brushed on jumping. 

Passing the 800m Shining Champion got its head up and lay out. Near the 700m Domitian lay 

out and carried Perfect Made wider on the track. Perfect Made raced wide round the home 

turn. A post race veterinary examination of Like Magic revealed the filly to have suffered a 

bleeding attack and consequently, is now banned from racing for 1 month. 
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Race 3 1400m-CLASS 5 (Domestic-bred) 

 
Winning Holiday and High Drop bumped on jumping. Bugyeong Tansaeng was slow to begin. 

In the early stages Justice was inclined to lay out. About the 800m Seungni Yechan got its 

head up when being steadied from the heels of Miss Brown. Near the 250m Justice was 

steadied and taken the outside of High Drop. A post race veterinary examination of Sinbi 
Cheonsa did not reveal any obvious abnormality.  

 

 

Race 4 1200m-CLASS 5 (Domestic-bred) 

 

Gungchangui Bit sat back when the gates opened and lost ground. For some distance after the 

900m Trust raced wide. After the 500m Cheonji Hwangje was tightened and Bugyeong 
Beongae eased when Grand Winner(Kim Yong Geun), which when racing tight inside of Trust, 
rolled in slightly. Jockey Kim Yong Geun was reprimanded and told he must make a greater 

effort to protect his fellow riders. About the 250m Saeroun Gongju shifted out abruptly when 

struck with the whip, obliging jockey Choi Si Dae to straighten the filly. Trainer Oh Moon Sik 

was advised that a warning will be recorded against Saeroun Gongju and steps must be taken 

to rectify its bad behaviour. A post race veterinary examination of Saeroun Gongju did not 

reveal any obvious abnormality.  

 

 

Race 5 1200m-BUSAN BREEDER’S CUP-CLASS 2 (Domestic-bred)  

 

The start of the race was put back by 5 minutes following the delay in the confirmation of the 

order of finish in Race 7 at Seoul Racecourse. On jumping Super Jilju bumped with Money Tree, 
which shifted in and made contact with Fine Jilju, which dipped. Cheonnyeon Daero was slow 

into stride. After the 400m Glory Yeonggwang was steadied and taken to the outside of Fine 
Jilju, which shifted in slightly. Upon inquiry, Jockey Jo Chan Hoon(Fine Jilju) was fined 

50,000\ when he was found to have ridden carelessly in that about the 250m, he permitted his 

mount to shift ground carrying Money Tree in and hampering that filly. A post race veterinary 

examination of Super Jilju did not reveal any obvious abnormality and a sample was directed 

to be taken. 

 

 

Race 6 1800m-CLASS 1 (Foreign-bred) 

 

Brown Beauty began awkwardly and bumped with Wonder Love. Near the 1600m Charm and 
Harm was steadied when momentarily tightened between Sinjin Gangja and Dongbang Geona. 

Approaching the 1500m Sinjin Gangja, which had commenced to race fiercely with its head up, 

ran onto the heels of Binnaneun Useung and was checked. Just on straightening, Brown 
Beauty was shifted in after being held up on the heels of Phasmes, which was carried out by 

Bugyeong Choegang(Yang Young Nam). Jockey Yang Young Nam was strongly warned to 

exercise more care when shifting ground. A post race veterinary examination of Dongbang 
Geona did not reveal any obvious abnormality. 

 

 

GENERAL: In addition to those horses reported sent for sampling, routine urine samples were 

ordered to be taken from the first three placed horses in each race. 
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SCRATCHINGS: 

 

 

Race 5-1 Land Lady- tendonitis in the near foreleg 

 

 
SUMMARY OF ACTION TAKEN 

SUSPENSIONS Race 1 – M Hitomi 

REPRIMANDS Race 4 – Kim Yong Geun 

FINES Race 5 – Jo Chan Hoon 

WARNINGS Race 4 – Saeroun Gongju 
Race 6 – Yang Young Nam 

RACE TRIALS Nil 

STALL TESTS Nil 

BLEEDERS Race 2 – Like Magic 

DISQUALIFICATIONS Nil 

FALLS Nil 

FOLLOW UP Nil 

 

 

 


